


Tapping into Spring—Signposts Along the Way
• April 1998: Ted Fathauer’s challenge to a 4th-6th grade classroom: “Imagine you’re a tree. What 

happens if, and in a matter of years, you go from a 3-month to a 4-month or longer growing 
season? How can we track the changes? How does your sap season adjust?” ” (concept of degree-
days and predicting Green-up). (26 participants)

• 1999-2008: Alaska Boreal Forest Council develops “Tapping Into Spring” in collaboration with K-12 
teachers in local Fairbanks North Star Borough School District schools (4-7 schools, 200 
participants)

• 2015: OneTree Alaska initiates the Fairbanks Birch Sap Cooperative: K-12 classrooms and 
community members bring sap to the OneTree STEAM Studio on the UAF campus to process into 
birch syrup (Rick Thoman kicks off each sap season with that year’s Green-Up Forecast) (50-60 
households and K-12 classrooms participate: hundreds of participants)

• 2020: The pandemic causes OneTree Alaska to pivots: send home tapping kits out to K-12 students 
and community members (force multiplier: over 1,000 family members participate)







2021 Sap Season: The Story Continues

• 70 new tapper households purchase home tapping kits and join the 
Fairbanks Fairbanks Sap Cooperativ
• 300 ‘boots on the ground’ research participants
• With 19 years of birch sap data and a dedicated group of volunteer 

scientists, we will apply for funding to UAF’s Center ICE: “Innovation 
at an Inflection Point” to explore: “ Climate Change: It’s a Matter of 
Degrees”
• Central to it all is Rick Thoman’s Green-Up Index and Forecast:
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Why Green-up?

Important for 
u Boreal Ecosystem

u Birch/Aspen biology

u Moose change diet

u Human activities (birch sap tapping!)

u Weather and climate 
u Higher humidity (through 

evapotranspiration)

u Early season showers

Green-up: “birch and 
aspen leaves open just 
enough to produce a faint 
but distinct green flush 
through the forest canopy” 
Jim Anderson, UAF,1986

Photo by Ned Rozell/UAF
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Unique Green-up Record in Fairbanks

u Institute of Arctic Biology
u Jim Anderson & Bob Elsner

u Systematically noting date of green-up of Chena Ridge as seen 
from UAF West Ridge starting mid-1970s

u NWS Fairbanks 
u Meteorologist-in-Charge Ted Fathauer: green-up dates starting in 

mid 1980s

u 1998: Following several very early green-ups in mid-90s, Ted and 
Rick Thoman attempt to devise a technique to forecast green-up

u 1999-present: NWS records green-up of West Ridge as seen 
from UAF
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What and When Green-up
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Happenings Before Green-up

Weather Happenings
u Solar heating increasing (days longer, sun higher)

u Warming air temperatures

u Snowpack ripening then melting

u Ground thawing, water infiltration

Forest Happenings

u ”Snow Wells” develop around trees

u Birch/Aspen Trees
u Winter buds swell and elongate

u Sap flow
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Building A Green-up Index

How and to what purpose?
u A cumulative statistic (widely used, e.g. agriculture, hydrology, engineering) 

u Applicable to places/times (at least for Interior Alaska) without green-up 
observations

u Simple enough to use to make real-time forecasts

Experiential Considerations
u A few thawing days in mid-winter irrelevant to green-up

u Green-up first on low south facing hillsides spreads quickly down and more 
slowly up: suggests daily high temps more important than average

u Very warm days seem to be “worth more” 

u Snowmelt = moisture (Spring is, or at least used to be, the “Dry Season”)
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Index in Action 7



Fairbanks Green-up Hindcast
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How about a Green-up Forecast? 

The Temperature Toolbox
u Preseason

u Climate Prediction Center outlooks (weeks to seasonal)
u Temperatures relative to climatology

u Correlation with larger scale climate drivers, e.g. El Niño

u In Season: daily max temperature forecasts
u Weather Models (limited to max of two weeks)

u Climate Prediction Center outlooks to tilt climatology

u Probabilistic outlook preferred due to uncertain 
temperature forecasts and biological factors
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Green-up and ENSO

2021 ONI: -0.94



Daily Temperature Forecasts:
Build a Model to Feed the Green-up Index 

High temp forecast for one day
Accounts for day to day persistence
Constrained to climate reasonability
1000s of simulations



Two Parts to the Forecast
First: Green-up Index
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Two Parts to the Forecast
Second: Green-up Date Forecast
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Combined Outlook Available Daily
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Green-up Summary

u Fairbanks has a unique multi-decadal green-up record
u Green-up typically occurs now about a week earlier than 

early to mid-20th century

u Forecasting green-up possible given reasonable spring 
temperature forecasts
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rthoman@alaska.edu
Twitter: @AlaskaWx
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